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Hillary Clinton 

 

The election day is close, the chaos between the two candidates are intense. Both of the candidates are 

neither a good choice to vote for. From what I observed, this election has not much to do with politics, 

but humanity and honesty. 

People said “Voting for Hillary Clinton brings cancer to America, when voting for Donald Trump gives 

America a heart attack.” 

Many people recognised Trump as a mad billionaire, however, the polls showed that Trump is having a 

large group of supporters that there might be a chance of winning. At first I was like “Did the country get 

mad?”, I have absolutely no idea why people are voting for him. However, there must be some reasons 

that Donald Trump is more preferable than Hillary Clinton for the people in the States. (I am not saying 

that I support Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump. I am only writing about Hillary Clinton because most 

people might not know about the reasons why some Americans do not support her.) 

Firstly, her scandals. The most critical one must be the “Email Controversy”. She had done a fatal 

mistake! As an ICT student, this is a pretty serious issue. Hillary didn’t use the officially approved email-

server, instead, she used her private email server. The official server can offer protection for confidential 

documents while her private email server is extremely risky and dangerous. On the other hand, the 

official one should be able to monitor her activities on the email account, concluding when she received 

emails, etc. However, the private one was personal. In that case, she can delete any confidential email 

without any permission which might place the entire country in danger. After the public discovered this 

scandal and the FBI was involved, she said she had deleted a large number of “PRIVATE” emails, which 

affected her image on honesty and trustworthiness. 

Secondly, her politics. Hillary was once the secretary of the States. Her strong, harsh and stale politics 

triggered the anger of the Americans. However, this is one of the pros of hers as well as she was 

experienced in dealing with politics. 

Thirdly, her health problems. While people were mocking at Trump’s speech in the debate, which he 

used “stamina” for three times in a sentence, Hillary’s health conditions are highly alerted by people. 

She had shown a few bizarre movements in the public, for example nodding her head disorderly and her 

eyes have very weird movements. I kind of got terrified by them. People were doubting if she has a seize 

disorder or Parkinson’s disease as she is showing some symptoms of the above diseases. Whether 

Hillary Clinton can manage the country while having bad health conditions sway the Americans’ ballots. 

Lastly, her husband, Bill Clinton, was the president of the US in the 90s, who was accused for sexual 

misconduct which is ironic that his wife is a feminist. Also, the Whitewater Scandal that the Clinton 

couple was involved. Therefore, people has very bad impression for them. 

However, we don’t know the truth. This election is very important for the planet as the US is very 

powerful, especially Hillary Clinton said “the nuclear weapon is on the table”. This is a tough choice for 



the Americans, every ballot they held is more important than the lottery ticket. Now we just have to 

wait and see what the destiny of the US is. 


